
 

Dear Parent/ Carers. 

Welcome to the first of a new set of newsletters from school to help 

you understand what your child is learning at school, and more     

importantly, how you can help.  This first newsletter is based around 

Maths and Assessment. I hope it will give you more information and 

improve your knowledge of school. 

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me for further assistance 

Best Wishes.  Darren Mann 

 

 In Year 2 up to Year 6, the children have been    

completing a new math's challenge everyday for 15 

minutes. The challenge is related to their instant 

recall of their times tables. The children are asked to fill in a multiplication grid within 7 

minutes.  Below is an example of a grid.  The children have a record sheet of their         

results, with the aim to increase accuracy first and speed second. Each child gains a 

“personal best” the first time they do it, and 

the child tries to improve everytime they 

complete a new grid. Children get sticker s 

every time they get  a fifth personal best, no 

matter how high or low their score is. Below 

is a breakdown of how many Personal bests 

have been achieved for each year group. 

6– 520+ 

5– 500+ 

4– 270+ 

3-170+ 

2– 50+ 

Please discuss with your child if they got a new personal best in their Fast Maths! 



Assessment and the Curriculum 

A common question from parents is “How well is my 

child doing in school?” Many parents are aware that 

the system for “answering” this question has changed 

recently. Below is an explanation of what the levels are 

and how your teacher knows if your child is doing well! 

BAR– ARE– GD 

Children are currently assessed for attainment against their age-expectations 

at the end of every year. The children are considered: 

BAR– Below Age Related– Currently, your child is not working at the expected 

level for their age.  Please remember that there could be many reasons for 

this. If you are worried, then please book an appointment to speak to your 

class teacher. They will explain what their next-step for improvements are. 

ARE– Age-related Expectations– Currently, your child is working at a level 

which is expected for their age. They may have difficulties in some areas, but 

doing well in others . This bracket is very wide, so your teacher may indicate it 

as a strong ARE or weak ARE.  

GD– Greater Depth– Currently, your child is working above the expectations 

for children at their age. The child will still have many development points, but 

is working at a high level at the moment. 

These judgements are purely for attainment and do not indicate effort or    

progress. Many children can work extremely hard, make excellent progress but 

still may not get ARE or GD. Every child is individual, and comparisons between 

the children shouldn’t be a parental consideration, all success at every lesson 

is celebrated. 

The judgements for the children are made on the learning objectives set out in 

the National Curriculum Programme of Study. If you want to look at this      

programme of study, it is available at  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-

mathematics-programmes-of-study 



Maths Support 

Many parents find it difficult to support maths 

at home, especially as the ways and methods 

we were taught “back then” have changed . 

To support parents, school is arranging an 

open afternoon on  Wednesday 13th March 

for KS1 and Wednesday 20th March for KS2. 

This will be a very  informal, supportive session where we will look at how we 

currently  teach maths in classes. The sessions will start at 2:30pm and finish 

before the end of school, so that you can pick up the children as normal. The 

sessions will only look at Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 

Letters will be issued after half-term to see how many parents want to 

attend.  We hope to see many of you there! 

Important maths websites 

Below is a list of maths websites your    

children can safely access… much better 

than you-tube or Fortnite!!! 

www.bbc.co.uk/schools/websites/4_11/

site/numeracy.shtml 

www.mathplayground.com 

www.math-exercises-for-kids.com 

www.nrich.org 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/puzzles/index.html 

https://www.easycalculation.com/puzzles/easy/index.php 

https://www.homeschoolmath.net/online/favorite_puzzles.php 

If you find any other websites, please let school know, and we can tell other 

parents. 



Educational joke of the week 

Teacher: You copied 

from Fred's exam paper 

didn't you ? 

Pupil: How did you 

know ? 

Teacher: Fred's paper says "I don't 

know" and you have written   

"Me, neither!" 

Educational Quote of the week 

“The more that you read, the more 

things you 

will know. 

The more 

that you 

learn, the 

more places you will go.” 

Dr Seuss 

Non-Educational Quote of the week  

“Every time I learn something new, it 

pushes some old stuff out of my brain 

 

Homer  

Simpson 

Maths Fact  

If you multiply 111,111,111 × 

111,111,111 you get 

12,345,678,987,654,321  

This is a palindrome number that 

reads the same forwards or back-

wards. And that works all the way 

back down to 11 x 11 (121) or just 1 x 

1 (1).  

Maths Puzzle 

Here is a maths puzzle for people at home. If you find 

the answer, draw it on a sheet of paper, along with 

your name, and hand it to Mr. Mann. 

At the end of half-term (15th February), Mr. Mann will randomly select a      

winner, who will receive a chocolate bar! Good luck! 

On a chess board, can you arrange 8 chess pieces, so that no  

piece is on the same row, column or diagonal as any of the 

other pieces! 


